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I WOULD LIKE TO begin this address by thanng andacknowledging the offcers of the Midwest Surgical
Association. The President serves a one-year term of
offce, and the duties of the President pale in compar-
son with the tasks of these other stewards of the or-
ganization. Our Treasurer oversees its financial viabil-
ity for 3 years courtng potential liaisons with the IRS

-.and other irrtating nuisances. Our Recorder has the
simple task of keeping the entire scientifc program
running smoothy. Our Secretar is the communica-

tion center of the Association-a job well done is
rarely noticed while one done poorly can destroy an
organzation. Our American College of Surgeons Rep-
resentative conveys our concerns to the College and
keeps us informed as to the activities of the College.
And finaly, although not an offcer, our Local Ar-
rangement Chai simply transforms the idea of a meet-
ing into a practical realty. There are so many others
who work digently and quietly without fanare-our
program, membership and editorial commttees, our
councilors. Al of fuese individuals labor to satisfy the

wants and needs of the organzation while the Presi- .
dent has, with minor exceptions, one duty: to give a

Presidential Address. It is thus appropriate that ths

. solita tak, the Presidential Address, impar a sense
of dread and trepidation. Having read many of the
Presidential addresses of ths and other organtions,
I soon reazed that ths anety is alost unversal. I

found litte comfort in reviewig al of these ta-

they were thoughtfl, researched and serious-as the

saying goes, "a tough act to follow." One of ths as-
sociation's former Presidents even . took on the loft
assignent of lectug another president, the Presi-
dent of the United States, on both the problems and
solutions to health care, not once but twicel!' 2 Ths
degree of self confdencedoes not brig consolation.
So as August 15th loomed ever closer, with apprehen-
sion as my crutch, I have chosen to share with you
some thoughts, some opinons, some reflections on
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what has been important to me over the past two de-
cades.

On Leadership
"The price of greatness is responsibility"

-Winston Churchill

Dr. Claude E. Welch wrote in his autobiography, A
Twentieth Century Surgeon,3 "A surgeon must be able
to do many thgs, but first and foremost he must be
able to operate." I would paraphrase ths quote: A
leader of surgeons must be able to do many thgs, but
first and foremost he Or she must be able to operate.
Most of us have had the good fortne to associate with
surgical leaders at some tie durng our careers. I
have had the benefit of a 20-year association with my
parer, associate, and Chaian, Jerr Shuck. Surgi-

cal leadership can be measured in many ways. In rec-
ogntion by other surgical leaders-Jerr has been
president of the Central Surgical Association and

Chaian of the American Board of Surgery. Surgical
leadership can be meaured by the growt of one's
associates-under his tenUre, which now is 20 years as
Chairman at Case Western Reserve University -
(CWRU), Jerr was responsible for 10 faculty achiev-
ing the ra of Full Professor, thee faculty named. as

Chaien of Deparents of Surgery, and eight fac-
ulty elected to the American Surgical Association. His
tenure as Chai at CWU is the thd longest in its
157-year history. Jerr recently gave trbute to his

chief of 6 years, Willam Altemeier, describing hi as
being quiet and soft spoken, traits Jerr may have

. leared from Dr, Altemeier. He also indicated that his
chaian was not easily avaiable, did not pass out
complients, and rarely spoke to residents except
chief residents. Fortately, these traits remaied se-
curely with Dr. Altemeier. Jerr Shuck loves the in-
teraction with students and residents. He glows when-
ever a resident or faculty recives an honor or gives a
presentation. He has held fast when resources have
been nonexistent and when it would be easier to say
"the hell with it alL." If Booker T. Washigton is cor-
rect, "I have leared that success is to be measured not
so much by the position that one has reached in lie as
by the obstacles which one has overcome whie tring
to succeed," Jerr has been imensely successfuL.
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Surgical leaders come in all shapes, sizes, colors, and
genders. This is a leader I have come to know, a leader
who gave me my first and present job, a leader who
had faith in an inexperienced rookie, a leader who can
operate.

On Writing

I would like to summarze five publications that
have changed the course of medicine over the last
century. In 1896 George Thomas Beatson described a
33-year-old mother of two children with a rapidly re-
curring breast cancer following mastectomy. 4 He

made the ßbservation that changes in the breast during
lactation resembled the changes which were seen in
cancer of the breast. "We have, under both of these
conditions, the same proliferation of generationi; of
epithelial cells which block the ducts and fil the acini
of the gland; but in the case of lactation they rapidly
vacuolate, undergo fatty degeneration, and form milk,
while in the carcinoma they stop short of that process,
and to make room for themselves, they penetrate the
wals of the ducts and the acin and invade the sur-
roundig tissues."4 Ths observation and his aware-
ness of the husbandr practice of removing the ovares
of cows afer calving to prolong the production of mi
led him to the hypothesis that oophorectomy might be
beneficial in arestig cancer of the breast. He tested

the hypothesis by performg bilateral oophorectomy
in ths young woman, who became the first patient to.
benefit from the hormonal manpulation of advanced
breast cancer.

In 1929 Werner Theodor Otto Forssman addressed

the problem of the inabilty to deliver drgs to the
hear duiing cardiac arest. 5. 6 His methods were
alargly simple. He intialy had one of his surgical

colleagues punctue his right ar vern with a large-

bore neele and then introduce a ureteral catheter for
a distace of 35 cm. His colleague was reluctat to

contiue the experient so durg the next attempt Dr.
Forssman self-administered local anesthesia, per'-
formed a "cutdown" on his own forear introduced
the catheter its whole lengt of 65 cm, waled to the
X-ray deparent, and veried the presence of the
catheter in the right side of his hear, the fit hear

catheteriation (Fig. 1). In 1956, 27 year afr his
publication, Forssman received the Nobel Pr shar-
ing it with Andre Frederic Courand and Dickison
Woodrff Richards, Jr.

In April 1955 Robert M. ZolIger and Edwi H.
Ellson reported before the American Surgical Asso-
ciation on two patients with benign ulceration of the
upper jejunum associated with extremely high gastrc
acid production? Today it would be a tre rarty for

anyone in medicine to be unaware of the Zollinger-

FIG. 1. Radiograph of the first hear catheterition taen in

1929. The arows trace the path of the ureteral catheter into the
right side of the hear which Dr. Forssffan introduced by a "cut-
down" in his own left ar.5

Ellson syndrome, although the disease may never be

encountered even in a busy medical or surgical prac-
tice. Dr. Zollnger acknowledged that the association
of an adenoma of the pancreas with ths hypersecre-
tory state was not intially recognized by either hiself

or Dr. Ellson but was suggested to hi by Dr. Hilger

Jenks durg a meeting of the American College of
Surgeons. Whe ths uncommon disorder wil forever.
be associated with the names of Zollnger and Ellson
at least nie patients with duodenal or jejunal. ulcers
associated with hypersecretion, hyperacidity, and pan-
creatic tumors were identied and reported upon be-
fore Drs. Zollger and Ellson presented or published

ths landmark paper.

In 1956 Drs. Merrl, Muray, Harson and Guild
reported in lAM the first successfu homotransplan-
tation of the human kidney between identical twins.8
Dr. Muray later received the Nobel Prize for thswock. ..

The last paper is that of Norman Nigro and col-
leagues on the combined therapy for cancer of the anal
canal.9 These authors reported on thee patients with
anal cancers who received what was at that tie the

unconventional treatment of chemoradiation prior to
abdomioperieal resection. One of the thee patients
refused surgery when both her symptoms and the can-
cer disappeared following chemoradiation; the other
two patients had no evidence of residual cancer in the
operative specimen following abdominoperieal re-
section. Although presented as a "Preliar Report"
at the American Proctologic Society in 1973 ths study
now serves as the stadard of care for patients with
anal cancer, i.e., chemoradiation alone with preserva-
tion of the rectum.
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Why have I chosen these five papers? What impor-
tant lessons do they provide? These manuscripts de-
scribe important observations that profoundly changed
the course of medicine, yet none contained more than
three patients. They fit the definition of single or mul-
tiple case reports. There is no mention of a P value in
any of the papers. Two of the five reports were sub-
sequently recognized by the Nobel Prize Commttee.
In one manuscript the authors were neither the first to
recognize the problem nor the first to report upon it,
yet the syndrome wil forever be associated with their
names. These comments are in no way meant to dis-
parage the laboratory experience and its product. They
are meant as an encouragement to do what we do best
as surgeons: to observe our experience and to record it.

". . . Knowledge and Experience do not necessarly
speak the same language. But isn't the knowledge that
comes from experience more valuable than the knowl-
edge that doesn't?"l0

In my experience we lear more by writing than we
do by reading. Writig enrches us and sometimes it
enrches our fellow man. Simple ideas can have pro-
found implications. How many times have we in-
tended to write about an idea, an observation, a clical

experience, only to procrastinate and see our good
intentions in prit by some other author? In 1978 when
I was a resident I heard a lectue by Dr. Charlie Hubay
who was one. of my mentors. I can remember hi
showing ths slide (Fig. 2), which was somehoW mi-
raculously recovered from the archives of University
Hospitas of Cleveland since Charlie died in 1991. Dr.
Hubay indicated that durg an aortogram of ths dog
in an experient performed years earlier, the coronar
vessels were visualzed. He commented that ths coro-
nar angiogram predated the work of Mason Sones Jr.,
the father of coronar angiography. I have no way to
veri ths clai. But if tre, how might history hàve

been changed had ths fidig been published rather

than relegated to a missed opportnity?
Since I've tued ths into a day of story tellg let

me share one more historical account with you, . Do
you know- about the greatest Hungaran physician, the
man who has been caled the "savior of Mothers"? 11 If

you should have the opportty to fly on Malev Ai-

lines, you wil meet hi in their video portaying the
greatest Hungaran leaders of al ties. A museum in
Budapest named in his honor sits on the ban of the

Danube in trbute to hi. His name is Ignaz Semmel-

weis, a gynecologist who in the 19th centu changed
medicine. Semmelweis was a Lectuer in the First Ob-
stetrc Clic, University of Vienna. As Lecturer he

was responsible for daily rounds in preparation for the
professorial rounding, assisting at operations, clerical
work, instrction of medical students, and perfor-

mance of autopsies of any patients who died on the
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FIG. 2. Aortogram of a dog demonstrting opacifcation of the
coronar arery (arow).

ward. With the exception of the latter duty he was a
curent day resident. Because of his clical duties

Semmelweis was able to observe a remarkable differ-
ence in the mortty of women admtted to the two
obstetrc clinicS: In the First Obstetrc Clic where he
worked, the mortalty of the mothers durng childbir
was 11.4 per cent while in the Second Obstetrc Clic
during the same period the mortalty associated with

childbir was 2.7 per cent. The mortty was so high
in the former that women in labor did everythg pos-
sible to avoid admission to the First Clinc. Yet just the
opposite should have occurred since the First Clinc
was staffed by the more "professional" sta, the ob-

stetrcians and medical students, while the Second
Clinic was managed only by midwives, not doctors.
Semmelweis eventually realized that the high mortal-
ity was actually caused by the medical students and
doctors themselves who would perform vagial ex-
amnations on these pregnant women without washig
their hands despite having just completed autopsies on
the many women who had died in the clinic. These
obstetrcians and medical students were inoculating
these healthy patients with the bacteria which had
caused the death of the autopsied women; the mid-
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wives did not paricipate in the autopsies explaining

their lower mortality rate. Semmelweis went on to
verify this hypothesis in experients using rabbits and
eventually insisted on chlorie hand washings before
examning any patient. Despite a dramatic decrease in
mortality with this regimen he was criticizeà by his
envious professor and eventually fired from his post.
Semmelweis avoided personal recognition and ini-
tially failed to share these dramatic findings with the
rest of the world though publication. "Semmelweis
made a fatal mistake by omittig to publish his dis-
covery in a full, authentic text. He wrote private letters
about it to his friends because as he said later: 'my
whole nature repulses from any kind of paper war-
fare.' "12 Many of you are probably familiar with
some or all of this fragment of medical history. I quiz
my own residents and students about Semmelweis any
time an opportty to wash one's hands is missed.

What you may not be famiar with is some of the
repercussions of this simple act of hand washig in
Semmelweis' own tie and his failure to publish.
Whle the signiicance of these observations and ex-
perients were well known in Vienna the rest of the
world intially faied to benefit from ths importt
discovery. Dr. Michaelis, diector of the Obstetrc
Hospita at Kiel, leared about the discovery though a
letter sent to hi by one of his subordinates who was
studying in Vienna. Michaelis immediately instituted
the practice of hand washig at his hospita and veri-
fied the dramatic results. Unfortnately a beloved rela-
tive had died of chidbir fever just a few weeks

earlier. Michaelis was so torted by ths death, which
might have been avoided had he known about the
simple benefit of handwashig, that he commtted sui-
cide a few months later. 

11 --
One final thought about writig: Rejection is simply

an opportnity to revise and tr agai. A lifetie bat-

ting average of 333 nearly assures one of entr into the

Basebal Hall of Fame; two rejections .for every three
submissions is not a bad battg average especialy-if
you have leared somethg from those two streoUts.
And then there is the story of the young author, a
single welfare mother living in povert. Nine publish-
ers rejected her fist manuscript. You know her today
as J.K. Rawling, the creator of Har Potter.

On Cancer

I have strggled with cancer in both my personal

life and my professional career. Lessons were leared
from each encounter. Let me share with you some
simple insights, first from my. famy and then from
my surgical practice:

The dates June 13, 1994, December 30, 1995, and
March 18, 1997 mark my family's failure in its
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strggle with cancer. My mother, father, and sister,
respectively, died on those dates eliminating those
first-degree blood relatives from my life in the short
span of less than 3 years. My mother was a lifelong
smoker who developed an adenocarcinoma of the
lung. Two operations and 2 years later, lymphangitic
spread caused her death and my children had their
first-hand experience observing the misery of termnal
cancer. After the initial diagnosis was first made, my
mother stopped smoking but a lifelong habit caused
her to retu to cigarettes even before this lethal ma-

lignancy had a chance to recur. My father also smoked
most of his early life. A veteran of World War II,
cigarettes were standard issue. However, my dad saw
a close friend, another smoker, die of larngeal cancer,
and from that day onward he never touched another

cigarette. Despite over 25 years of abstinence, in 1994
he experienced hematuria, the presenting manifesta-
tion of his bladder cancer, another malgnancy asso-
ciated with smokig.

Dr. Douglas Dorner entitled his 1991 Presidential
Address to the Midwest Surgical Association Of Ciga-
rettes and Surgeons.13 I would encourage each of you
to reread it and make it available in your waitig areas.
To borrow a quote from Dr. Dorner's address, "Smok-
ing cigarett~s might be the single, dumbest, legal thng
a person can do." Our liestyle does influence our
destiy, whether it be obesity, alcohol excess, pro-

miscuity, or tobacco. Each of us as physicians must
use every patient encounter to encourage smokig ces-
sation. If we defer ths responsibilty to our colleagues
in priar care we do a disservice to our patients.

My sister, Joanne, was a healthy grade-school
teacher who neither smoked nor consumed alcohol
excessively. A rae tuor, a sarcoma of the ovar,

caused malgnant ascites, which was misdiagnosed as
a benign process, fibroids of the uterus. Despite thee
aggressive operations, ths malgnancy took her life
when she was 50 years old. With my sister's death, I
grope .for messages, for any lessons to be leared. One
obvious lesson is that whie a healthy lifestyle limits
our risk from the common causes of iless and death
it does not guarantee us protection from cancer.

Let me share some of my experience as cancer sur-
geon. B.G., a 34-year-old body buider, presented with
colicky left-sided flan pai which was misdiagnosed
as musculoskeleta in origi. Eventualy with the de-
velopment of nausea, vomitig, and shakng chills a
CT scan was performed demonstratig an abscess next
to the . descending colon, and a barum enema was
consistent with either a neoplastic or inamatory
mass in that same area. I performed an en bloc resec-
tion of the left colon, abscess cavity, and abdominal
wall; pathology showed a moderately dierentiated
stage II adenocarcinoma with perforation and 39 nega-
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tive lymph nodes. This young man has outlived his
X-rays which were destroyed several years ago since
his surgery was pedormed in 1986. Fourteen years
postop with no evidence of disease we can be reason-
ably confident that this man is cured of his cancer.
What simple trth can we lear from this case? The

first principle of any oncologic surgery is local control
of the disease. Our love affair with technology must
not intedere with this basic trth.

I first met J.M.C., a 60-year-old gentleman, in 1985
for evaluation of a level N melanoma which had been
excised from his toe. I pedormed a ray amputation
which healed uneventflly. Four years later he expe-
nenced rectal bleeding; evaluation disclosed a rectal
cancer at 1 i cm. I pedormed a low anterior resection
and pathology demonstrated a T 3 moderately differen-

tiated adenocarcinoma with extensive lymphatic vas-

cular invasion. Twenty-six lymph nodes were identi-
fied of which 23 were positive. Postop adjuvant
chemotherapy and radiation were administered. Both
clinical and laboratory evaluation has faied to disclose
any recurrence of either the melanoma or the rectal
cancer; ths patient is alive and well today 15 years
afer his melanoma and 11 years afer his rectal cancer.

R.c. was an 83-year-old female who presented with
abdomial pai and obstrctive jaundice. No mass was
. seen on CT scan but ERCP demonstrated a strctue in
both the dista common bile duct and the pancreatic
duct. She underwent an uncomplicated pyloric-sparg

Whpple resection. Pathology confined the presence
of a 2-cm moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma
of the pancreas with seven of 12 positive lymph nodes.
Adenocarcinoma extended to with one mm of the

ined superior margin with all other margis negative
for carcinoma.

J.S. is a 55-year-old male who had andentical pre-
sentation. He also underwent an uncomplicated
pyloric-sparg Whpple resection. Pathology showed
a 3-cm moderately dierentiated carcinoma also with

a close margin and positive lymph nodes. Neither pa-
tient received postoperative adjuvant therapy. Both of
these patients had stage il pancreatic cancer and both
underwent sUCCessful Whpple resections. However,

R.C., the 83-year-old female, developed a clinical re-
curence at9 months and died 1 year afer her resec-
tion whie LS., despite a localed recurence 4 years
postoperatively, is alve today, 62 months afer his
pancreatic resection.
What simple trth can we tae away from these

patients? Statistics address the prognosis of groups of
patients, not individuals. Avoid eliatig hope for
any individual if the possibilty of surival exists. The

9uestion which I dread most when tang to patients
is "how long do I have to live?" My response is always
"it's impossible to tell." If I quote statistics I always
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include a discussion of those patients who defy the
odds.

On Famiy
I would like to conclude ths address on a topic that

is most dear to me-famly, not just the narow defi-
nition "a group of persons, consisting of parents and
their children" but the more general connotation "any
class or group of like or related things." Jerr Shuck in
his Presidential Address to the Central Surgical Asso-
ciation, Random Musings on "Why," addressed the
question of why we join surgical societies.14 The rea-
sons as one might expect are myriad. However, the
Midwest Surgical Association provides a motive that
is somewhat unique among surgical societies. The
Midwest creates the opportity to combine the pro-

fessional activities of its membership with the social
activities of spouses, children, relatives, and frends,
that is it combines work with play. It accomplishes ths
unique function without shortchanging either the pro-
fessional or the famly mission. In my experience ths
marage by a surgical association of profession and
famiy is rare, speaks to the unique value of the Mid-
west Surgical Association, and should make each of us
proud of our membership. I would suggest that the
Midwest Surgical Association could very well be a
paradigm for each of us in our professions. The work
of surgeons is importt, stressful, and rewarding. but

never an excuse to destroy our fames. It is no sur-
prise that our society, ths famy that we cal the Mid-
west Surgical Association, meets in the summer, when
our chidren and spouses, frends, and relatives can
travel together.

Finaly let me mention my own famy. Like yours
they have been there waitig for me when emergencies
occured and when meetigs drone on. My daughter
Beth has become so much closer to Kathy and me
since she has left home fòr college. I delight in her
excitement and her energy. Our son Chrs wil be leav-

ing us in one week for college. Chrs loves to do so
many of the thgs I delight in; I'll miss his compan-
ionship but look forward to his growt. My wife Kathy
has been an incredible founta of emotional sup-

port-durg those frstratig ties when I needlessly

worred about complications which never occured as
well as living though the ones that did. She gives me
al the reasons I need to not spend a miute longer than
necessar at the hospita.

I apologie for such a ramblig disserttion, but the
Association can rest assured that next year's Presiden-
tial Address, as previous addresses, wil be more eru-
dite than ths year's. Although my words have been
laced with opinon, anecdotes, and a few facts, they
COme from the hea. I want to sincerely than the
membership for the honor of serving as President.
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